ABSTRACT. We give a combinatorial description of the Legendrian differential graded algebra associated to a Legendrian knot in P × R, where P is a punctured Riemann surface. As an application we show that for any integer k and any homology class h ∈ H1(P × R) there are k Legendrian knots all representing h which are pairwise smoothly isotopic through a formal Legendrian isotopy but which lie in mutually distinct Legendrian isotopy classes.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study Legendrian knots in P ×R, where P is a punctured Riemann surface. Here the symplectic form ω on the Riemann surface is exact, ω = dθ and the contact form on P × R is α = dz − θ, where z is a coordinate along the R-factor, and a knot is said to be Legendrian if it is everywhere tangent to the contact distribution ξ = ker(α). The Reeb vector field R of a contact form α is characterized by dα(R, ·) = 0 and α(R) = 1. In the case P × R, R = ∂ z .
Note that the differential of the Lagrangian projection π : P × R → P is an isomorphism when restricted to the contact planes in ξ. Pulling back the complex structure on P to ξ we get a complex structure J compatible with dα. Let K be an oriented Legendrian knot. Then K comes equipped with an induced framing E K = (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ), where e 1 is the tangent vector of K, e 2 = Je 1 , and e 3 = ∂ z . We say that two Legendrian knots K 0 and K 1 are formally Legendrian isotopic if there exists a smooth isotopy K t of framed knots with framing E t = (e t 1 , e t 2 , e t 3 ) such that e t 1 and e t 2 lie in ξ, e t 3 does not lie in ξ, and such that E s = E Ks , s = 0, 1. Furthermore, we say that K 0 and K 1 are Legendrian isotopic if there exists a smooth isotopy K t such that K t 0 is a Legendrian knot for each t 0 ∈ [0, 1]. Any Legendrian isotopy is a formal Legendrian isotopy.
Chekanov [3] and Eliashberg [8] , showed that there exist formally Legendrian isotopic knots in R 2 × R which are not Legendrian isotopic using Legendrian contact homology. Both proofs utilized linearized contact homology, a theory which was later incorporated in the theoretical framework by Eliashberg, Givental and Hofer in [4] introducing symplectic field theory. Legendrian contact homology associates a differential graded algebra (DGA) to a Legendrian knot K. The DGA is generated by Reeb chords on K, i.e. flow lines of R starting and ending on K and the differential is given by a holomorphic curve count in the symplectization of the contact manifold. The quasi-isomorphism type of the DGA (in particular its homology) is invariant under Legendrian isotopy. In [5] Ekholm, Etnyre and Sullivan worked out the details of Legendrian contact homology in the case of a contact manifold of the form P × R where P is an exact symplectic manifold of any even dimension 2n. If Λ ⊂ P × R then π : Λ → P is a Lagrangian immersion and Reeb chords of Λ correspond double points of this immersion. In [5] , a complex structure on the contact planes which is pulled back from an almost complex structure on P were used. For such a complex structure, holomorphic disks in P × R with boundary on Λ × R can be described in terms of holomorphic disks in P with boundary on π(Λ) and the DGA of Λ was shown to invariant under Legendrian isotopies up to stable tame isomorphism. In this paper we describe how to compute the Legendrian contact homology combinatorially when P is a punctured Riemann surface. Similar situations has also been studied by other authors, e.g. Ng and Traynor in [10] where they give a combinatorial interpretation of contact homology in J 1 (S 1 ). If K is a Legendrian knot in P × R then the DGA of K is generated by crossings of the knot diagram of K in P and the differential can be computed by counting rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on the knot diagram. By the Riemann mapping theorem, such disks correspond to immersed polygons in P with boundary on the knot diagram. We give detailed definitions of this DGA in Section 3. In order to construct and work with Legendrian knots in R 2 × R it is often more convenient to work with knot diagrams in the front projection: if θ = y dx then the front projection projects out the y-coordinate. For generic knots the front diagram is a self transverse immersion without vertical tangents away from a finite number of semi-cubical cusps. Such a diagram determines the knot completely and it was shown by Ng in [9] how to recover a Lagrangian diagram from a front diagram and hence how to compute the DGA.
In Section 4 we introduce the notion of a front diagram for Legendrian knots in P × R for P = R 2 . Here we represent P as a square D = I 2 with thin 1-handles attached along a distinguished boundary segment I 0 at points p ± i . For Legendrian knots in D × R the front diagram is simply the classical front diagram. The front diagrams for Legendrian knots not contained in D × R are the projections of generic Legendrian arcs in D × R to I × {0} × R with properties as described below. The boundary points of each arc is required to lie in a neighborhood of p ± i × R obeying certain 1-jet conditions. Furthermore we introduce the notion of a front isotopy in terms of Reidemeister moves , three moves from the classical front diagrams in R 3 and two additional moves corresponding to pushing cusps and double points through the handles (see Figure 4 .2). Theorem 4.10 then states that if K 0 and K 1 are any two Legendrian isotopic knots represented by front diagrams F 0 and F 1 then there exist a front isotopy from F 0 to F 1 . We show how to recover a Lagrangian diagram from a front diagram and thereby get a combinatorial description of the Legendrian DGA in terms of fronts.
Using front diagrams and the combinatorial description of the Legendrian DGA in Section 3 for knots in P × R we then establish the following result in Section 5. Theorem 1.1. For any h ∈ H 1 (P × R) and any positive integer k there exists Legendrian knots K 1 , . . . , K k realizing the homology class h such that K i and K j are formally Legendrian isotopic but K i and K j are not Legendrian isotopic if i = j, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. 
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we discuss the geometrical and algebraic setup to define contact homology in P × R. In Subsection 2.1 we show how to give a punctured Riemann surface a contact form α such that it fulfills the demands in Subsection 2.1 in [5] , allowing contact homology to be defined. In Subsection 2.2 we briefly discuss contact homology.
2.1. Construction of the contact form on P ×R. Constructing contact manifolds by surgery was studied by Weinstein [11] . We consider, the simplest case, surgery on symplectic surfaces. A Liouville vector field L on a symplectic manifold M is a smooth vector field such that the Lie-derivative of the symplectic form ω along L is again the symplectic form. Let D be the standard unit disk in R 2 (with coordinates (x, y)) defined by x 2 + y 2 ≤ 1 and let L be the radial symmetric outward pointing Liouville vector field L := L(x, y) = (x, y). We recall that a Riemann surface is a complex manifold of complex dimension one (and so has real dimension two and a natural complex structure). Lemma 2.1. Let P be a genus g Riemann surface with boundary which has p+1 punctures. Then P admits a Liouville vector field L with the following properties : L is outwards transverse at the boundary, L has p + 1 + 2g zeros, one with Morse index 0, and p + 2g points with Morse index 1 for a given Morse function f such that L is gradient like with respect to f .
Proof. For the case where p = g = 0 take the disc D = P and we are done. Any other Riemann surface can be constructed from D by attaching handles. Given two points, a, b on the boundary of D we glue them together, following [11] by locally representing the two pieces as the solution to 2y 2 − x 2 ≥ , with = 1. Let the Liouville vector field L be the gradient vector field. By letting go from 1 to −1, keeping the gradient vector field, we end up with 2y 2 − x 2 ≥ −1, connecting the two pieces together, keeping L directed outward. This process creates a new critical point of Morse index 1. The resulting manifold will have a Liouville vector field L again pointing outwards, with a handle attaching a to b. We continue the attachment process until we have constructed P . We need to attach p + 2g handles, resulting in p + 2g additional index −1 zeros.
Lemma 2.2.
If P is a p + 1 punctured Riemann surface of genus g then P × R admits a contact form α such that it is finite at infinity according to Definition 2.1 in [5] , furthermore, the Reeb vector field will be ∂ z where z is the R coordinate.
Proof. Construct P with the associated Liouville vector field as described in Lemma 2.1. Contract the symplectic form with the Liouville vector field on P . This will result in a 1-form L . Let α = dz − L be the contact form on P × R. It is straightforward to see that the form has finite geometry at infinity.
Remark 2.3.
While the definition of finite at infinity is slightly technical, its use is to ensure that no holomorpic discs travel off to infinity. Since the Liouville vector field is expanding, this cannot happen in our case.
Contact homology.
In general the Legendrian contact homology is an algebra over the contact homology algebra of the ambient contact manifold, generated by Reeb orbits. The Reeb vector field on P × R does not have any Reeb orbits (since the Reeb vector field is ∂ z ) and so the Legendrian contact homology is generated by Reeb chords. Contact homology associates a differential graded algebra to a Legendrian sub-manifold K of some contact manifold M . The algebra is generated by the chords of the Reeb vector field which ends and starts at K. The differential of a chord counts rigid holomorphic discs with punctures on the boundary lieing in P such that the boundary is mapped to π P (K) under certain restrictions. The stable tame isomorphism class of this DGA is an invariant of K up to Legendrian isotopy. From hereon, we will assume that P × R is given a contact form α as described in Lemma 2.2. Recall Theorem 1.1 from [5] , where it is assumed that P is finite at infinity and that α is a contact form expressible as dz − θ where θ is a primitive of the symplectic form on P .
Both conditions are fulfilled for our construction of P . This theorem tells us that we have well defined contact homology. Theorem 2.4 (Ekholm, Etnyre, Sullivan). The contact homology of Legendrian sub-manifolds of (P × R, α) is well defined. In particular the stable tame isomorphism class of the DGA associated to a Legendrian sub-manifold K is independent of the choice of compatible almost complex structure and is invariant under Legendrian isotopies of K.
In this section we give a combinatorial definition of the DGA A K which is associated to a Legendrian sub-manifold K ⊂ P × R based on the geometric definition in [5] . For a closer description of the classical case see Chekanov [3] . We start by defining the graded algebra in Subsection 3.1 and continue by defining the differential in Subsection 3.2. In Subsection 3.3 we explain how to use linearized contact homology to distinguish DGA:s up to stable tame isomorphisms.
3.1. Defining the Graded Algebra. Let K be a Legendrian sub-manifold in P × R. Following Subsection 2.2 in [5] the algebra of K is generated by chords of the Reeb vector field ∂ z . For generic Legendrian knots, the only self-intersections of the projection to P are transverse double points which will correspond to the Reeb chords and hence generate the algebra. Let A K := Z[a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ] where a i are the self-intersections of the Lagrangian diagram of K. This defines the algebra. It is still necessary to define a grading on the algebra. For this we need to define the Maslov index.
3.1.1. Maslov index. The Maslov index is described closer by Ekholm, Etnyre and Sullivan in Subsection 2.2 of [7] for a more general setting. Given a smooth path L in P such that it forms a continuous loop, it induces a path in the space of Lagrangian subspaces along L (the condition of being Lagrangian is simply being a linear subspace in our case, since the symplectic form is the volume form on P ). Given a trivialization of the tangent bundle T P along L, the loop L induces a path τ L in the linear subspaces of R 2 , i.e in RP 1 . If the path closes up (i.e. τ L (0) = τ L (1)), we let the degree of the induced map τ L : S 1 → RP 1 be the Maslov index M (L). Note that for smooth loops the Maslov index is always even, since the map factors over S 1 (that is, the unit vectors in R 2 ). The Maslov index then depends on a trivialization of T P along the handles h i for it to be defined for loops (which close up) of nonzero homotopy in P . The consequence of this choice is briefly discussed in Remark 3.1.
3.1.2.
Gradings in A k . The degree |a| of a double point a is defined as follows. The generator a is a double point of the Legendrian diagram. We can assume that the branches of the Lagrangian diagram are transverse at double points. Then the preimage of a under the projection will consist of two points a + and a − with a + having the higher z-coordinate. There are two paths in K directed from a + to a − , fix one of them as γ. While γ is a loop in P , its induced path τ γ does not close up (due to transversality at a), and so we need to attach a small path to τ γ . The attachment is done by simply continouing the path in RP 1 with a positiv direction until it closes up. The new path is then called τ γ . Then deg(τ γ ) − 1 = |a|. Letγ be the other choice.
We will let the algebra A K be graded modulo M (K) and thus independent of the choice of γ.
Remark 3.1. In some cases (depending on the homology class of K, and how the affine part of K behaves) the trivializations along h i can be chosen such that M (K) is zero, allowing a Z grading. If K is nontrivial in the homology then the trivialization can be always be chosen such that M (K) is arbitrarily large.
The differential graded algebra for a Legendrian sub-manifold K presented in [5] has coefficients in the ring Z[H 1 (K)] with the algebra being graded modulo c(P, ω) where c(P, ω) is calculated by evaluating twice the first Chern class of T P (equipped with its almost complex structure J) on H 2 (P, ω). Both the homology and the Chern class disappears, initially giving a Z grading. The generators of H 1 (K) are given a grading of their Maslov indexes. In our case, H 1 (K) Z, and is generated by K. We calculate the algebra with coefficients in Z instead of Z[H 1 (K)], giving a grading modulo M (K) 3.2. Defining the Differential. We demand that the differential d is linear and obeys the signed Leibniz rule. It is then left to define the differential on generators a. In Subsection 2.3 in [5] the differential counts rigid holomorphic discs in P with punctures on the boundary such that the punctures are asymptotic to Reeb chords/double points and the boundary admits a continuous lift to the the Legendrian sub-manifold. In contrast to the more general higher dimension case described in [5] the count can be reduced to combinatorics due to the Riemann mapping theorem. We will begin by giving a combinatorial definition and later describe the connection to the geometrical definitions in [5] . The combinatorial description is based on polygons. Let P n be the convex polygon with n + 1 corners (we consider P 0 and P 1 to be "polygons, modeled by a teardrop and a lens respectively) with one distinguished corner. Let the corners be indexed by τ 0 , ..., τ n ordered by the orientation of the boundary of the polytope, where τ 0 is the distinguished corner. We say that τ 0 is positive and the other marked points are negative. In the Legendrian diagram we also have corners where the knot self-intersects. We give signs to these corners according to Figure 3 .2.2. Definition 3.2. Let F i be the set of orientation preserving immersions f of P i into P (up to orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of P i mapping τ 0 to τ 0 ) such that
• f maps neighborhoods of τ i to locally convex corners • f maps the neighborhood of τ 0 into a positive corner • f maps the neighborhoods of τ i , i > 0 into a negative corners 
The coefficient w f = ±1 is a sign associated to the holomorphic disc represented by f which we discuss in 3.2.2. To avoid the problem of choosing signs of discs, we will restrict ourselves to an algebra over Z 2 in later calculations, allowing us to give the weight 1 to every disc.
3.2.1. Polygons and Holomorphic discs. We recall that a J-holomorphic disc in some space X with an (almost) complex structure J is a smooth map from the unit disc D ⊂ C into X which is continuous on the boundary and such that the complex structure on C is (almost) complex linear in the interior. In our case X = P and since P is a Riemann surface, we have a natural complex structure (and thus the map is holomorphic in the interior). We wish to study 0-dimensional moduli spaces of such discs (up to conformal parametrizations) which are transversally cut out. These are called rigid holomorphic discs and are more closely described in [5] In [5] the differential δ of a Reeb chord a counts rigid holomorphic discs with punctures on the boundary such that the boundary of the disc lies on Π P (K) and the punctures on the boundary are sent to double points. Furthermore, we consider one puncture to be a marked point, and require that this puncture is sent to a. We can use the Riemann mapping theorem to understand the connection between our immersed convex polygons and rigid holomorphic discs. Given an immersed polygon P i we can lift the complex structure from P to P i . Then the Riemann mapping theorem gives us a mapping from the unit disc in C with a marked puncture to P i , giving us a rigid holomorphic disc in P . Conversely, any rigid holomorphic disc can be considered an immersed polygon (with convex corners, etc). The correspondence between corners on the boundary of the polygon and punctures on the disc is straightforward. Following [5] a convex corner in the Lagrangian diagram is said to be positive if traveling along the border of the holomorphic disc takes you from an upper to a lower branch of the knot and negative if it takes you from a lower to an upper branch as depicted in Figure 3 .2.2.
3.2.2.
Signs of holomorphic discs. While computing the algebra A K over Z 2 gives rise to a useful invariant, it is possible to define the algebra over Z by giving w f an appropriate sign. There are several possible ways to assign signs, of which not all are equivalent. Here we describe one combinatorial way to assign signs. Given an immersion f of a polygon P i let the number of shaded corners in the image of the corners of P i be c f following the shading rule in Figure 3 .2.2. Then w f = (−1) c f . Assigning signs to holomorphic discs is somewhat complicated, and the situation is described by Ekholm, Etnyre and Sullivan in Section 4 in [6] . While they consider the contact manifold R 2n × R it is possible to use their combinatorial description from 4.5.1 in [6] (where n = 1) to obtain a the combinatorial formula we will use. In [6] the combinatorial formula is obtained by comparing certain diagram orientations (see 4.5.4) to coherent orientations induced from basic choices and a spin structure on L ⊂ P × R (see 4.5). We chose the Lie group spin structure on L. To relate their combinatorial description to the sign convention described above, choose an immersion of P → R 2 = C. Using this immersion we can pullback diagram orientations and coherent orientations form spin structure (the null-cobordant spin structure) on L would then change the signs according to Remark 4.35 in [6] .
Remark 3.4. Since our construction has followed the construction in [5] it follows that the differential and the grading are well behaved giving a DGA, for instance, d 2 = 0 and d decreases the degree by one.
The following theorem holds true for our choice of P as a p+1 punctured genus g Riemann surface with contact structure constructed as in Section 2 and algebras constructed as above.
Theorem 3.5. Let K, K be two Legendrian knots in P × R. If K is Legendrian isotopic to K then there exists a stable tame isomorphism between the associated graded differential algebras A K and A K . It then follows that HC * (A K ) is isomorphic to HC * (A K ) as graded algebras.
Proof. Since the combinatorial calculation of A K follows the geometrical definitions in Section 2 of [5] we can use Proposition 2.6 in their paper stating the Theorem above.
3.3. Linearized Contact Homology. It can be difficult to show that two DGAs are not stable tame isomorphic. One tool show that two DGAs are not stable tame isomorphic is linearized contact homology, originally introduced by Chekanov in [3] . In linearized contact homology a new differential is constructed acting on the DGA filtered by word length. Let A be a DGA with coefficients from a field (in our case Z 2 ). We can filter A by word length by letting A n be the vector space generated by words of length at most n in the generators. We say that a differential is 
KNOT DIAGRAMS
In this section we describe how to construct appropriate diagrams for Legendrian knots, and how to construct Legendrian knots starting from diagrams. In Subsection 4.1 we examine P × R closer and present how to model it as a square with standard contact structure together with some marked intervals representing handles. We introduce a notion of front diagrams and front diagram isotopy for Legendrian knots in P × R in Subsection 4.2. We also show that any pair of knots which are Legendrian isotopic have corresponding front diagrams which are front diagram isotopic. Given a front diagram F we show how to get the Lagrangian diagram Π P (K) for a Legendrian knot K which has F as its front diagram.
4.1. Modeling P together with its contact form. Recall from Section 2 that the Liouville vector field L was used to construct the Liouville form L on P . Flowing along the Liouville vector field and the Reeb vector field is a Legendrian isotopy. Note that D × R ⊂ P × R. The contact form α on P × R restricts to a contact form on D × R. We calculate this contact form explicitly. Recall that on the disc we had the Liouville vector field L := L(x, y) = (x, y). Contracting the symplectic form with L gives L = xdy − ydx and constructing α gives α = dz − xdy + ydx. We construct a contactomorphism from the the standard form dz − ydx by the change of variables x = (x + y)/2, y = (x − y)/2, z = z + xy.
Note that this variable change commutes with the projection to D. We also that the Reeb vector field ∂ z = ∂ z . While this change of variable changes the Liouville vector fields expression in terms of the new coordinates, in the projection to P the vector field L is still repulsive around the origin of D. We will henceforth use the standard contact form on D × R and denote the coordinates by x, y, z. Furthermore, we will model D not as a disc but as a square with the sides parallel to the x and y coordinates. We model P as this square with some subintervals of the right hand side identified, corresponding to the handle attachment in the construction of P , the identified intervals are then considered to be connected by some handle. The identification is done respecting the orientation on ∂D. We call this the square model of P . It is well known that any punctured Riemann surface can be obtained by starting with a disc and attaching a number of annuli and a number of punctured tori. Each attached punctured torus corresponds to two handles and each annulus corresponds to one handle. For a p + 1 punctured, genus g Riemann surface, p annuli and g tori needs to be attached. Since we are allowed to attach the handles wherever we want, we can choose to construct them along the righthand side and furthermore, attach them in such a way that handles which come from annuli have positive y coordinates and handles coming from tori have negative y coordinate, see Figure 2 for an example.
Front diagrams.
Let K be a Legendrian knot in P × R. The flow φ t L along the Liouville vector field L after time t preserves the Legendrian isotopy class of K. As t tends to −∞ any compact set tends to some small neighborhood of the union of the stable manifolds. In particular ,since the Liouville vector field L is still attracting towards the origo, after a projection to P the knot will consist of a part, called the central part, lying in a small neighborhood B(0, ) of the origo and several arcs going out through the handles and then returning to the central part. The height difference in our new coordinates (also called the action) also tends to zero above the central part as shown by the following lemma. Proof. It is easy to see that some function f ( ) satisfying the first part of the theorem exists due to compactness. Assume that we have two points a, b in the central part of K with z coordinates differing by d >> 0. Since K is connected we can travel from a to b along K. The difference in height can come from two sources. The central part, or arcs going through the handles and back since K can be divided into arcs and the central part. Inside the central part, the height gained corresponds to the area covered in the Lagrangian projection (by integrating dz = ydx). However, the ball B( , 0) has an area tending to zero as tends to zero. We visit the central part only finitely many times, leading to a contribution that tends to zero as epsilon tends to zero. We also travel along finitely many handle-arcs so it is enough to show that the height contribution from traveling along one such arc tends to zero. Let this handle-arc be denoted by A. The endpoints of A must lie in the central part. We can easily find a Legendrian curve C inside D × R such that C ∪ A is a Legendrian knot. The height contribution from going along A is then the same as the contribution from going along C. After flowing along the inverse Liouville vector field long enough, C will be in the central part and so contribute a height difference bounded by the area of the projection of the central part to P as above.
We call a finite collection of curves C in the square model of P for a prefront if there exists a collection of Legendrian curves C in D × R such that the front projection to the zx plane is C. Note that any such collection of Legendrian curves is unique, since the y-coordinate of the curves can be regained from the front diagram by solving the equation dz = ydx.
Definition 4.2.
We call a prefront C admissible for every curve γ ∈ C the endpoints of γ lie on marked intervals. Furthermore we require that γ is transversal to every marked interval. We also demand that for each associated (by the handle) pair of intervals I and I the same number of endpoints lie on both.
Remark 4.3.
Any generic prefront will be obeying the same rules as a standard front diagram in R 3 , i.e. no vertical tangents, and the only singularities are semi-cubical cusps and transverse self-intersections.
Given an admissible prefront F we identify the endpoints of the curves in F in the following manner. For each pair of associated intervals I and I the endpoints on I is identified with the endpoints on I in the order which preserves the orientation of the boundary of the square. The curve γ obtained in this manner is called the completed prefront. Definition 4.4. Given a admissible prefront F with a completed prefront γ we call F a front diagram if γ is an self transverse immersion of a circle, except for some finite number of points where the image is a semi-cubical cusp. Definition 4.5. Given a generic front diagram F we call the knot diagramF the resolution of F ifF is obtained by replacing every crossing, every right and left cusp and every associated interval pair (where the pairing is by the handle) as depicted in Figure 3 , noting the different resolutions depending on if such a interval is the upper or lower in the pair. Remark 4.6. Note that this resolution for front diagrams which are affine (i.e. never enter the handles) is the resolution presented by Ng in [9] . Theorem 4.7. Given a Legendrian knot K ⊂ P × R, it is possible to construct a front diagram F for K such that the resolutionF of this diagram is knot diagram isotopic to the Lagrangian diagram of a knot K which is in the same Legendrian isotopy class as K. Furthermore, for any front diagram F there exists a Legendrian
The resolution of the front diagram, note the differing resolutions depending on upper and lower handle attachments.
Proof. Choose some small Legendrian perturbation, putting the knot in general position. We begin by flowing along the inverse Liouville vector field L for a long time. In the disc, we simply construct the prefront for our Legendrian curve above some small neighborhood of origo which we denote by B(0, ). Outside of this part, the knot will be attracted to solutions of the Liouville flow passing through the zeros in the handles. These solutions consist of disjoint arcs passing through the handles. Take two arcs A and A passing through the same handle. Since the Liouville flow pulled the knot towards the curve passing through the zero of the Liouville vector field in this handle, the two arcs will be very close in the Lagrangian projection to P . Thus, the Liouville form integrated along the arcs will be very close. Since dz = L for Legendrian knots the height difference achieved by passing through the handle must be very close for the two arcs (and can be made arbitrarily close by flowing) and hence the sign of A z − A z does not change when passing through the handle. In projection to D inside the square model of P , outside of the central part arcs will be close to straight lines going from the intervals denoting the handle attachment to B(0, ). We can assume that these straight lines do not intersect (by first choosing a small making any eventual intersections very close to B(0, ) and then choosing a slightly larger absorbing any intersections. Since they do not intersect and go from the intervals denoting the handle attachments to the center and the handle attachments all have differing y coordinates for some given x coordinate, the arcs will be ordered by the y−coordinate of their entry to the intervals. Furthermore, this ordering will be preserved for any x > , and arcs entering the same interval will have y−coordinates very close to each other. In the xz projection in D × R, the ordering of the y coordinates will correspond to a similar ordering of the slopes of the arcs by solving the equation dz = ydx, with higher y−coordinate corresponding to a higher slope. By Lemma 4.1, the arcs start inside some small cube above the center of D. Since the arcs travel outwards from B(0, ) × I with ordered slopes, by making I of small enough length, the slope order will correspond to the z-coordinate order when entering the handles. This justifies drawing intervals at the appropriate z−coordinates corresponding to the handles which the arcs are passing through. Since the height difference between two arcs passing through the same handle did not change significantly, the order of passing into a handle, ordered by z coordinate and going out the other end of the handle ordered by z−coordinate must be kept. Going back through the equivalent orderings, also the y coordinate orderings must be kept. Thus, two arcs passing through the same handle must cross at least once in the Lagrangian diagram, they cannot cross more than once due to the flow. Since we know their relative heights outside of the handle, and since any height-changes inside the handles are very close (being the integration of the Liouville form), we know which arc passes above the other. Since we are only interested in the Lagrangian diagram up to knot diagram isotopies, we can move out these crossings outside the handle. This corresponds to the resolution of the handles. We know that we have no crossings in the Lagrangian diagram outside of the handles and B(0, ). Inside B(0, ) we can use Ngs [9] techniques to retrieve the Lagrangian diagram. This gives a complete picture of the Lagrangian diagram up to knot diagram isotopy.
Given a front diagram F we construct an associated Legendrian knot as follows. Choose some Legendrian arcs passing through the handles where the curve in the front diagram enters. After flowing for long enough time, these arcs will stay Legendrian and their endpoints will stick into D × R. In D × R we can attach the pieces of the diagram entering the handles to the arcs lifted to the front diagram in D × R. Inside the square we can simply solve the equation dz = ydx to get y−coordinates making the result Legendrian. Outside of the square we will have our (near identical) arcs which we knew were Legendrian. The front diagram for this Legendrian knot is then F .
Remark 4.8.
Since the resolution of a Legendrian knot K discovers every crossing in the Lagrangian diagram, it discovers every Reeb chord and can thus be used to calculate the DGA. Furthermore, since any front diagram corresponds to a Legendrian knot, we have a method for constructing examples of Legendrian knots in P × R. Proof. Let f (t) be the Legendrian isotopy taking K to K . We can act on the entire isotopy by flowing along the inverse Liouville vector field. As long as all the knots are in general position with regards to the unstable solution passing through the zeros of the Liouville flow in the handles. The entire isotopy will be a Legendrian isotopy of curves in D × R and can thus be reduced to a sequence of classical front diagram moves (those not involving handles in Figure 4.2) . If the knot ever is in a non-general position with regards to the unstable solution, we either have a tangency to the unstable solution or a double point (that is, we have a loop or a crossing passing through a handle) in the generic case. Since the isotopy can be assumed to be generic, there are only finitely many such occurrences. In each case, we examine the diagram just before the collision with the unstable solution, flow against the Liouville vector field, and compare it to the picture after the collision, again using the inverse Liouville flow. These situations correspond to the moves involving the handles in Figure 4 .2
EXAMPLES
In this section we consider some examples of Legendrian knots. Any affine Legendrian knot in R 3 is naturally included as a Legendrian knot in P × R. We calculate the DGA for several non-affine Legendrian knots and show that Legendrian knots which are formally Legendrian isotopic but not Legendrian isotopic exists in every homology class in P . We will use Chekanovs knots to construct non-affine knots which need the DGA to distinguish them. An interesting collection of knots realizing every nontrivial homology class in P × R is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. For each nontrivial homology class h ∈ H 1 (P × R) there exists a Legendrian knot K h ⊂ P × R such that K h realizes the homology class h and such that every polytope immersed as Lemma3.3 has at least two positive punctures.
Proof. Let P be a Riemann surface with p + 1 punctures and genus g. We model P with our standard square model, where we have the handles arising from attaching a punctured torus has positive y coordinates and the handles arising from attaching annuli with negative y-coordinate. Then
We construct the Legendrian knot K h by constructing Legendrian knots K a,b for the genus contributing pieces and Legendrian knots K c for the puncture contributing pieces such that they admit no immersed polygons with less than two positive corners realizing the corresponding homology classes (a, b) respectively c. We begin with the case (a, b). Let k 1 , k 2 , τ be an integer solution to the vector-equation k 1 (1, 1) + k 2 (1, −1) + τ (1, 0) = (a, b) such that τ is either 0 or 1. Take k 1 FIGURE 5. Two copies of curve A, two copies of curve B and one copy of curve C. copies of curve A, k 2 copies of curve B and τ copies of curve C where the curves are as depicted in Figure 5 . Taking a negative number of curves is interpreted as switching orientation of the curve. Note that the curves do not intersect either copies of themselves or each other (except for C which could intersect itself, hence we only use one copy of it) before the resolution. Note that this collection of curves do not cross each other and have no righthand cusps. To make just one knot out of all these components we attach "horizontal braids" T n inductively defined as in Figure 8 to the top interval for the A-curves and the B-curves (the C-curve is already one component). The A,B and C parts are then connected together by adding replacing parallel horizontal pieces with one part from two different connected components with T 2 braids where the orientations agree. We call the resulting knot K a,b . In the case of a puncture encapsulating handle with homology class c, we construct the knot directly as seen in Figure 6 , with c/2 denoting the integer part of c/2. We can assume that c > 0, since in the case of c < 0 we follow the construction for −c and switch orientation.
After resolving these diagrams we will get a number of crossings from the T n :s and some crossings from the handle resolution. However, no immersed polygon has less than two positive punctures, thus the DGA is just the free algebra of the generators a i with da i = 0. This can be seen by examining the horizontal braids from which crossings originate, both coming T ⌊c/2⌋ FIGURE 6. The front diagram realizing c, there are c strands passing through the handle.
from the handle resolution and the T n constructions. In any such horizontal braid it is easy to see that any eventual immersed polytope either travels through the entire braid (perhaps picking up some negative corners) or starts at a positive corner and travels out from one side. Since the horizontal braids are connected to each other so that polytopes just continues to travel between them, any immersed polytope must have at least two positive punctures. Recall that we could choose the trivialization along the handles. This allows us to choose a trivialization giving us an arbitrary high Maslov index for this knot. To construct the knot K h with homology ( c 1 , c 2 , ..., c p , a 1 , b 1 , a 2 , b 2 , ..., a g , b g ) we simply take the knots K c 1 , ..K cn , K a 1 ,b 1 , ..., K ag,bg and glue them together as shown in Figure 7 , depending on how the orientations agree. In the case of one of the terms being zero, we just ignore this knot. Since we assumed that the homology was nontrivial, we will end up with at least one piece. These gluings will obviously not allow any more polygons with less than two positive punctures, and so the resulting knot K h will fulfill the demands in the theorem. This collection of knots enables us to relatively easily attach other knots to it, without destroying too much of the homology. This gives rise to the following theorems. FIGURE 7. We glue together different knots as depicted, dependent on the orientations. T_n FIGURE 8. We construct T n+1 on n + 1 strands using T n Theorem 5.3. For each homology class h in H 1 (P × R), there exists 2 Legendrian knots K and K which cannot be distinguished by the classical invariants yet have different contact homology and so are not Legendrian simple.
Proof. In the trivial case we can just take Chekanovs knots, presented in [3] and use an affine diagram, since the calculation of the contact homology coincides with the classical calculation, they are not isotopic. In the nontrivial case we let the sought after homology class be (a, b). We attach the Chekanov knots L, L which are formally Legendrian isotopic to K a,b as depicted in figure 9 .
The resulting knots are isotopic and of the same Maslov index. We can see that since the Chekanov knots are formally Legendrian isotopic in R 3 and we just attach our knot at one point, we can fix them at this point and
The attachment of Chekanovs two knots to K h construct this formal Legendrian isotopy inside a sphere outside the point (in the non-affine part, they are identical so nothing need to be done). We can calculate the linearized contact homology for our new knots K and K with coefficients in Z 2 (to simplify the calculations) after resolving the front diagram. We separate the generators into three different kinds. We denote the generators originating from the knots L, L by α 1 , ..., α 9 and α 1 , ..., α 9 respectively. The crossings originating from K h are called β 1 , ..., β n and β 1 , ..., β n respectively. Note that |β i | = |β i |. The crossing originating from the attachments we call γ and γ . The part of the resolved knots coming from K and K (which is the interesting part from the point of view of contact homology calculations) are depicted in Figure 10 . We can easily see that |γ| = |γ | = m(L) = m(L ) = 0 and (following the capping paths that do not visit the handles) that
While the degree is counted modulo the Maslov index of the entire knot, we can assume that this number is arbitrarily large by choosing an appropriate trivialization along the handles. This might change the degrees of the β and β crossings, but will not change the degree of the other crossings since It is obvious that the augmentations must be c 7 = c 8 = c 9 = g 1 = 1 with c i associated to a i and g 1 associated to γ. On the linearized level we have that
It is easy to see that the homology is generated by α 5 , α 6 and the β i :s. Then the associated polynomial is λ 2 + λ −2 + p(λ) where
In the K case, we have the following differentials: The homology is then generated by α 5 , α 6 and the β i (for any solution of c 5 c 6 = 0). Since |β i | = |β i | we have the associated polynomial as 2 + p(λ) = λ 2 + λ −2 + p(λ). Thus, the two knots are not Legendrian isotopic.
This theorem can be strengthened further using the constructions in the proof to prove Theorem 1.1, here restated. Theorem 1.1. For any h ∈ H 1 (P × R) and any positive integer k there exists Legendrian knots K 1 , . . . , K k realizing the homology class h such that K i and K j are formally Legendrian isotopic but K i and K j are not Legendrian isotopic if i = j, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Proof. We use a similar construction as in the proof of Theorem 5.3. Instead of taking one copy of Chekanovs knot L (or L ) and attaching it to our knot K h , we attach i (with 0 < i ≤ k) copies of L and k − 1 − i copies of L as depicted in Figure 11 . For each choice of i we get a knot K i , in total we get k knots. Clearly the k knots will be formally Legendrian isotopic, by the same argument as before, after the gluing. We again use the Legendrian contact homology and linearize it. The copies of L and L do not interact with each other, so we will get n copies of the equations for the K case and k − 1 − n copies of the equations for the K case together with the β equations. The associated polynomials will be iλ 2 + 2k − 2 − 2i + iλ −2 + p(λ). The polynomial p(λ) is independent of i (and is indeed the same polynomial as in the proof of Theorem 5.3). Hence, we have k Legendrian knots which are not pairwise Legendrian isotopic by letting i range from
FIGURE 11. Attaching many copies of Chekanovs knots. Example. In Figure 12 we give an example of a knot which is zero in homology but not homotopically trivial in the case of P being the punctured torus. Furthermore, this knot has a relatively simple contact homology, with four generators a 1 , ..., a 4 such that da 2 = da 4 = 0, da 1 = a 2 , da 3 = a 4 . Using this knot we can again construct arbitrarily high numbers of pairwise non Legendrian isotopic knots in its homotopy class using the techniques above.
